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the texts which are discussed in class are included below. your book list will depend on the course selection and the range of texts you want to cover. for the children of steel project, students will be asked to read short stories by authors of different generations. for this book, the following will be required: the following books will be
available in the university bookstore: diamond, elinor. the fifth child: growing up with a brother or sister with a disability. new york: amulet books, 2009. isbn: 9781591687021 monroe, david. dictionary of literary terms. new york: modern language association, 2003. isbn: 0-8230-8014-2 monroe, david. vocabulary of the short story. new

york: modern language association, 2004. isbn: 0-8230-8015-0 this book examines the ways in which class operates in literary texts, drawing on a variety of interpretive methods to bring a new perspective to these texts, and will be of particular interest to students of english literature, as well as those studying media and literature,
gender, critical race theory, and the sociology of literature. the book will also appeal to a wide range of readers, from academics to the general public, and will be of value to anyone studying literature and/or the ways in which literature has shaped society. the words of a literary work are often the key to understanding the attitudes,
beliefs and thoughts of those who composed it. this volume examines the ways in which writers have used language to reflect on and challenge the society in which they lived. it considers how the meanings of words have changed in the past and it considers the way in which the english language has been affected by imperialism,

colonialism and war. it will provide a thorough and lively exploration of the meanings of words such as 'democracy', 'equality' and 'freedom' in a range of historical contexts, and will also consider the ways in which writers have used language to express their views on these subjects. it will explore the impact of war and imperialism on the
use of language.
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the companion will draw attention to the different ways in which class has been theorized and will demonstrate how its theorization has been challenged by feminist, marxist, postcolonial and post-structuralist approaches. the following books will be available in the university bookstore: ackerley, j. r., and j. o. bailey. shakespeare's sister.
london: penguin books, 1990. isbn: 0-141-92451-7 arden, eleanor. the art of rhetoric. cambridge: cambridge university press, 2006. isbn: 9780521602973 barthes, roland. s/z. translated by richard miller. new york: hill and wang, 1974. isbn: 9780805028133 barthes, roland. the pleasure of the text. london: jonathan cape, 1975. isbn:

9780753502059 barthes, roland. the rustle of language. berkeley: university of california press, 1989. isbn: 9781515870505 biale, david. giants of science. cambridge: the belknap press of harvard university press, 2011. isbn: 9780674059859 bloom, harold. shakespeare: the invention of the human. london: penguin books, 1998. isbn:
9780143334798 bradley, richard. shakespeare and the jews. new york: doubleday, 1946. isbn: 9780802277844 byatt, a. s. the matisse stories. new york: alfred a. knopf, 1993. isbn: 9780307745829 cumming, alan and aris fioretos, eds. the persistent visions of class. oxford: oxford university press, 2004. isbn: 9780192384629 derrida,
jacques. of grammatology. translated by gayatri chakravorty spivak. baltimore: johns hopkins university press, 1976. isbn: 9780674151134 dixon, richard, ed. the routledge companion to twentieth century poetry. london: routledge, 2006. isbn: 9780465469651 felski, rita. derrida and the economy of literature. cambridge: cambridge
university press, 2008. isbn: 9780521825029 finley, m. i. the world of odysseus. new york: the viking press, 1974. isbn: 9780307250205 finley, m. the world of herodotus. isbn: 9780307250210 furlong, c. shakespeare, chaucer and the middle ages. london: routledge, 2003. isbn: 9781905263762 haslam, richard. shakespeare and the
intelligence of renaissance tragedy. cambridge: cambridge university press, 2009. isbn: 9780521288667 heidegger, martin. poetry, language, thought. translated by albert hofstadter. new york: harper collins, 1971. isbn: 9780060656823 habermas, jurgen. structural transformation of the public sphere. translated by thomas burger.

cambridge: polity press, 1989. isbn: 9780753509713 heidegger, martin. being and time. translated by joan stambaugh. new york: state university of new york press, 1996. 5ec8ef588b
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